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Steam stuck at unpacking

So, it started like any other midnight release with the excitement of pre-purchase gnawing at me. Pre-load complete, the thing is .... Unpacking has been completely interrupted and I can't play singleplayer and multiplayer. Please :)Page 2 4 comments I'm seriously stuck installing the game. Previously downloaded two days ago. Unpack about 50~ minutes via Steam. The disk then stops and progress is not
made ~2 additional hours. Attempted to restart steam/computer and clear the download cache in steam settings. When the download starts, it is unpacking the files for ~1 minute. Then it says stop. Thereafter, no further progress has been made. Edit: There should be no problem with disk space. Got ~7gb free on my Windows drive, but 344gb free on disk with Steam where the game is. Published by
Leo_CA September 2017 0 · Code Vein has been launching around the world over the last two days and it seems that some people are experiencing problems with the Steam version. Some people have reported Code Vein stuck unpacking on Steam, and we'll be a little digging to figure out how to fix it. As the Fix Code Vein stuck unpacking on SteamUnfortunately, there is not too much you can do to solve
this issue. Pre-loading games steam allows you to download the files above, and many files are encrypted so you can not play them in front of them. It may take some time for Steam to fully update its servers and allow you to access certain files needed to play the game. Servers can also become congested by many people trying to connect at the same time. To overus the process and leaving it has
worked for some people. You can go to the Steam download tab and stop downloading. Wait until it will fully pause and try restarting the steam and restarting the download. This can sometimes solve the problem of having it freeze during unpacking. If that doesn't work, we recommend that you simply let the process go in the background while you're doing other things on your computer. The speed of your
internet and hard disk speed can affect these kinds of things, so it might take longer for some people than others. Code Vein Steam Key is marketed around the world and many people seem eager to embark on a strange mix of anime and spiritual goodness promised in the game. However, there is a problem. Some people are trapped when Steam unzips the game. What is unpacking and why does it take
so long? Can you do something to solve the problem? What if you unpack blocks of steam? Because you're honest, you can't do much. If you pre-install the game Steam, you can download the files above. However, many files are encrypted, so you can not play the game. Sometimes, it may take time for Steam to make the correct connection and send you a password, especially if many people have pre-
installed the game and are trying to start it at about the same time. Sometimes it can be helpful to stop the process. Go to the download tab and pause the download. However until downloading complete, and try again. He can kick Steam to send you the touch you'd expect. Decryption speed also depends on the reading and writing speed of memory in which the game is located. Therefore, if the game is
installed on a previous hard disk, the decompression time may be affected. It is better to wait and take the time to prepare a cup of tea to take a sip during the game. Depending on the speed of your internet connection, it may be faster to download games at startup than to wait for the authorization server to send the decryption code, at least according to my experience. At least now you know why you
have to wait until Steam pushes before he can play. Note: it's just used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, fighting or rude) posts. Edited by Clusterfox: 10/7/2019 6:49:43 PM 3 (combine all posts together for convenience) I've been able to start playing the game for a week now. I had preloaded it before the release, and after a few days of not being able to get past the unpacking
stage, steam somehow deleted the 80GB-ish data and downloaded it again. But it still does the same. It appears as Destiny-100% at the library&gt;games on the left, so when I click on the bottom of the download, it's either unpacking by 0 bytes on all the stats on the top left and after some time either the confirmation window, saying: The error occurred when updating Destiny2 (connection timed out) pops
up or it doesn't, and it just goes to Planned Today xy: zt state and keeps cycling in these 2 countries loop. It's been like this for a week now and it's the 2nd time you downloaded that 79.1GB, but it's doing the same thing again. Maybe I should apply for compensation shadowkeep -.-'m not even able to play. Everything was right back in Bnet. Anyone know how to get past this nonsense? I tried switching
some steam servers from the download settings, does not change anything. Bungie guy, don't come here to say that it's a normal thing, let it finish. Alright? It doesn't end. That's why I'm here. -------------------------------------------------------------- story-update_1: I've uninstalled, changed the server it downloaded from (top left View &gt; Settings &gt; Downloads &gt; Download Region) and tried to download it
again for the 3rd time. This time it stopped downloading at 97% (77.4GB/ 79.1GB) and it started doing more or less the same thing = Repeating everything - 0 bytes download - planning the cycle. FFS Bungie... How irresponsible can you get? I hope you guys can check the files you uploaded to steam servers sometime so I can start playing this bs sometime this year -.- if I can work around finding all the
errors you produce and publish that is. Anyone keep alive? Should I give up and go for this refund? -------------------------------------------------------------- story-update_2 (final): I've checked around and found a solution that worked for me. Lol I've been to this days now, it took me 10 mins to get it to work afterwards. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Close Steam &amp; go to C:\ Program Files (x86) \ Steam (or
where your steam is installed) and delete everything in the depotcache folder. DO NOT touch C:\Program Files(x86)\Steam\Steamapps or delete something in this folder like some others seem to have suggested (ofc you can do if you have an idea of what you do). That is, if the stuff you are downloading is stored, it also contains some content from your other games, you probably wouldn't want to lose
them. Restart steam. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * It looked like it was going to stop again at 97% (77.4GB), but it didn't, and it went straight to ready to play after it hit 100% instead of unpacking like last time. I've started the game and I'm able to play now. I hope it helps. -also note with dude DragonWithin mentioned in beta steam client &gt; m8 I don't even know what it is. If Bungie had
uploaded invalid files to Steam servers for distribution, everyone would have the exact question. &gt; you know steam got so many regional servers out there in different physical locations around the world right? So they're not a single car. So not all but a few ppl end up with these mistakes. From what I've seen while reading posts, a significant number of ppl seem to have had such problems. But since I
kept downloading from the same regional server and it finished successfully after I did the thing above, the problem seems to be something else. Or maybe some machines in the same regional cluster might have corrupted files, I don't know. Anyway... my problem has been solved. I hope it helps others too. Comment Reply Start Topic Loading, please wait. It may take some time... Revision Date Edited
Edited By Subject Link Category Flags Subject Body Code Veins launches around the world, and many people seem to be excited to get stuck into the strange mix of anime and Soulsborne goodness that the game promises to deliver. However, there is a question. Some folks are getting stuck with steam unpacking the game. What is unpacking, and why does it take so long? Is there anything you can do
to fix it? What if stuck unpacking On Steam Being Frank, not much you can do. When you pre-download the game Steam, it allows you to download the files above, but many files are encrypting on them so you can not play the game. A good example is .exe file. The files are quite small, but you still need to connect to steam to get the decryption key that you need. Sometimes it seems to take a while Steam
make the appropriate connections, and send you a key, especially if a lot of people have pre-loaded the game and are trying to launch around the same time. Sometimes this can help stop the process. Go to the download tab and pause the download, but wait until it stops completely, and then Process. This can give Steam the little kick it needs to make key you are waiting for. Decryption speed also
depends on the reading and writing speeds the storage game is turned on, so if you happen to have the game installed on an older hard drive, it can affect how long the unpacking process takes. Your best bet is to wait for it, and maybe use the time to make a nice cup of tea you can sip while playing the game. Depending on the speed of your internet, it can develop faster to download games when they
launch, rather than waiting for the authorization server to send the decryption code, at least in my experience. So, there you go, now you at least know why you have to wait for the steam unpacking process to complete before you can play. Play.
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